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[Meeting started]

"This conference is being recorded", (computer voice)

Male Speaker: OK I am going to get started.  As soon as I find the line.  

Female Speaker: great.  Welcome to the April 2015 webinar, the virtual meeting focusing on global poverty.  I am going to wait for an administer for USAID for the campaign we are launching.  I will start with the results of the results international conference.  It is about three months away, and I urge you to come and bring someone new in your life that you think would fit.  I hope you saw the list of speakers, worldbank president Dr Kim who will join us at a reception, Professor Unus who is only available at the end.  He will show up at the reception and will have a special session for those who stay for a second day of lobbying.  That is on top of the other great speakers.  Those are great opportunities with congress, getting them to our reception to acknowledge and thank them and talk about this important moment in the US and the World.  We will also talk about financing the new development goals for Ethiopia and achieving those goals.  

We really need you there.  I was going to read a few things.  

Male Speaker: Dr Shaw is on the line.  

Male Speaker: this is Raj, I just joined.  

Female Speaker: Hi, it is Joanne Carter.  

Male Speaker: Hi Joanne.  How are you?  

Female Speaker: great.  I was talking about the international conference and I wanted to talk a minute about the child survival work we are working on and why it matters to have you on the call.  I will say a few words.  This month we are launching an exciting new phase of our work.  Not just to advance but accelerate the end of preventable child deaths.  I am excited about Dr Shaw being here, and these opportunities we have to be the generation to end these deaths as a centerpiece to ending poverty.  This builds on the work you just did on appropriations, including republicans.  Kudos to many including the Kansas group who got Lynn Jenkins on board.  We are celebrating our 35th anniversary,  And we first worked on child immunizations.  It is very fitting to move into a phase with exciting new legislation with partners.  We intend it to be bipartisan, and also very specifically enshrining in law some important reforms USAID has put into place.  

At this moment, it matters enormously because we are now in a pivotal moment where we shift from millennium developing goals.  This is an important moment to move forward and make sure those stay as part of the goals.  We have former USAID administrator Raj Shaw, who is responsible for forging consensus to end preventable child and maternal deaths.  The 2012 call to action you put together Raj, that really lifted consensus that we can do this.  The 2014 act on the call was a powerful way to look in detail at the gaps for the highest priority countries.  As an administrator, you invited external partners to work with USAID.  I was honored to be a part of that support, to look at child and maternal health programs and be designed in the future to have more impact.  That was a bold thing to do.  It paid dividends.  We move forward on this legalisation not to fight for reforms that aren't there, but to lock into law the ideas from you.  Thank you for that.  We miss you at USAID.  Can you give us introductory remarks about where the world is now, why advocacy matters, and why locking in these reforms matters?  

Raj: thank you Joanne.  Thank you for your leadership and all the times we at USAID have called on you for support, and also for your organization which deals real results for vulnerable families and communities.  I will join the call for those making sure American global health investment leads our foreign policy and overall investments around the world.  First, it is possible to end preventable child deaths.  More than six million children will die of simple diseases.  , pneumonia, simple infections.  I am convinced it is possible to.   The call to action demonstrates that we could effectively and rigorously accelerate our progress and get to under 500K child deaths by 2035 if we really lead.  It is about targeting vulnerable communities, getting solutions to children, and maintaining American leadership.  That is the first point.  

Second, I hope everyone appreciates that America leads this fight.  The US puts more than 8 billion into global health annually.  The actions and singles we make are read around the world.  In 2012, when we convened world leaders to make a pledge, more than 80 countries and 400 faith based institutions stood with us.  Congress and the political system must be constantly reminded that we started this process, and our continuing leadership will be the key to success.  Finally, I want to talk about what we did at USAID and the challenge for the Obama administration.  We brought over 150 countries to sign a pledge.  I would not have expected that it is not just about a pledge, but also making sure that there is a business plan and a targeted plan to accelerate saving children's lives.  We see that in India, Kenya, Senegal, and even places like Yemen where the community came together and made a big push.  That wasn't all.  We looked at the 2.5 billion America spends to focus on child survival, and made a commitment to ensure that every penny maximizes our impact.  We call together a panel of experts, including Joanne, we had business and efficiency people, we restructured how we made these investments.  We created a coordinator to manage budgets and hire staff so that the system would be more accountable.  We put in place a results reporting system that allows Americans to see our progress in the 20-24 countries that have 80% of all the kids who die.  Right now your team has the chance to lock in by demanding legislation.  It is possible in American politics to bring people together across the aisle, but they only last if they become law.  

You have the chance to insist that congress increases these budgets and makes these commitments.  Thank you for having me.  

Joanne: thank you.  That was powerful, and clear.  I said this to the staff, we have worked for more than two decades on child survival.  The strength you put into place is what we fight and dream and work for.  It is exciting to look to lock this into law.  If folks want to ask a question, you can type it in chat box, you can raise a flag on the webinar in the upper right hand corner, or you can email Kay Patterson.  I will take a couple questions from earlier.  

One was about why child survival is such a passion for you.  Is there a moment or a personal story, what drives your passion?  

Male Speaker: there are two ways to answer that.  The first is that I have sat in home after home in many settings with mothers like my mom or wife who face the loss of a child.  Families everywhere love their children.  To have them die because they don't have clean water to rehydrate with a stomach bug is tragic.  We have solved the problem for decades.  When we have the chance to solve such a problem, doing so says something about our national character.  There is a more analytic side of me that knows that saving children's lives is the first step to creating viable and successful communities.  Families have fewer kids, the fertility rate goes down, people invest more in education, and it makes a difference to economic development of the country.  

Those are from a moral and statistical perspective, I think child survival is the most important part of our development investments.  

Ken Patterson: we may have lost Joanne.  I am moving to the next question.  At last year's conference, we were not optimistic about getting a full pledge from the US on Gabi.  The volunteers work hard to support that.  Did you have a sense about what factors made a difference in that pledge?  

Raj: to broaden the question, I don't think people expected us to be able to increase budgets by 40%.  That we could make structural changes, and that the administration would make those commitments.  Republicans and democrats came together, senate republicans and house democrats, making a showing of American leadership.  It is important to continue to nurture and lock in that unique bipartisan support for this effort.  

Ken: that is great, are you back Joann?  Go ahead Joanne.  

Joanne: can you hear me?  Another question, building on that, was to give us some thoughts about when you talk to conservative members of congress, what do you say to convince them on these issues?  We see the history of bipartisan support, but what is most compelling to sit with a member skeptical about foreign aid or these issues?  

Raj: one is moral purpose.  I think democrats and republicans come together and believe America is an exceptional country, with a moral purpose above what other nations represent on the global stage.  What really matters is what we are doing.  When government efficiency oriented members of the house and senate see that we are willing to do tough things to get more value for money, results for investment, and that we subject to external review and restructure and admit how to do better, that enhances credibility of the overall effort.  I think the two go hand in hand.  

Joanne: I think that is hugely helpful.  I think it is one of the reasons we think this legislation can be exciting as a bipartisan opportunity.  Many conservatives want to see those strengthening.  I didn't say earlier that if we enact this in law I think it can be a donor model because it is very forward looking reforms.  I think there are multiple ways this legislation can have impact.  

Raj: one or two additional comments.  I really want to emphasize that I believe what you said.  I found that my counterparts around the world wanted to know how we did what we did.  We learn together about demanding more results and accountability.  By being tough on ourselves, we can encourage others to join a coalition effort to end child death.  When you look at the progress, half as many kids die.  The rate of reduction has gone up significantly.  Malnutrition is coming down in the fastest rates when we make targeted investment.  There are new vaccines, diagnostics, mobile phone based applications, unleashed on the task.  It is important for America to lead by example, and there is a congress is insist that we lock in these reforms in law and demand more of ourselves and others to achieve a goal that is not only good for moral character, but is essential to national security.  Thank you for letting me join your group.  This is not an industry where there are a handful of companies making a profit.  The lobbying in congress has few voices.  You all serve as that voice.  For that I say thank you.  

Joanne: thank you for that leadership.  We are committed to enshrining this in law so it can impact the way you wanted.  We will continue to work with you in new roles.  

Now I will turn over to the legislative director, John Fawcett.  

John: it is nice to talk to you.   I haven't been on a call for a while.  It is terrific to hear Dr Shaw.  We miss him at USAID, but I think it is spot on.  I want to talk about two things.  One is a summary of where we landed.  I will keep it brief on appropriation sign on.  I will come back to this opportunity of child and maternal health legislation.  On appropriations, tremendous work to get a lot of support on the sign on letters.  This is the key way for members of congress to express their support for high funding levels on the things we care about.  Appropriations deadlines were a month earlier this year.  We saw deadlines with some letters.  You pulled it out.  You were not deterred, and we had more signers than ever.  The full outcomes are on the appropriations page of the website and the blog.  

I want to flag a couple letters.  We had 128 signers on a letter, which is double an effort.  It included strong bipartisan report.  I think it is a testament to the great work on GAVI to reintroduce this issue to congress members, and to translate that to the appropriations process.  We worked on an education letters, which we didn't do last year because they didn't say anything about the global partnership.  This year we worked to make sure global partnership was included.  In the house it had 63, and this year 87.  It is a controlled experiment for me.  That is a 40% increase for prioritization.  The foreign operations subcommittees have a lot of input on these issues.  They have heard from testimony at the house subcommitee.  The house heard from bill gates and ben Affleck.  There will be a markup, and we will keep an eye on how the committees are doing for economic opportunity.  

I move on to material and child legislation.  This is a big opportunity.  Any administrator, president, has initiative.  What makes something enduring is the buy in and support from congress.  Raj has seen a lot of these come and go, and they only last if they become law.  We will take the changes and enshrine them in law.  That position is already created.  Enshrining it in law makes sure it endures.  To give that coordinator over budgets, planning, and staffing to make sure that person is empowered.  Also to require the coordinator to set clear, quantitive targets.  Not just generally, but when an agreement or contract is signed, and USAID saves lives, that should quantify in the agreement.  All of this stuff needs to report back to congress and taxpayers and advocates.  These are the types of reforms that legislation enacts.  We are on track to have strong legislation in the senate and hopefully house around mother's day.  We are drumming up support for this concept and to ask for support.  I know that has already happened in face to face meetings that you have had, and that are planned.  Congress was on Easter recess, but please look for those opportunities to meet between now and mothers day to introduce a strong bill with support from both sides.  

We have a number of resources to get you up to speed.  I think today's conversation as a great premier.  We have another webinar that goes into more detail on the prospect of legislation.  There is a fact sheet outlining the opportunity and the specific legislation that is designed to be handed to a congressional office or aide.  An action sheet this month on this legislation and issue.  That will all be available on a campaign page on Monday.  We are excited about this opportunity.  It was challenging to hear that if these things don't became law, they tend not to last.  I will turn over to Ken for the Grassroots cafe.  

Lisa: hi, can you see and hear me?  Great.  I am a senior associate from grassroots and I want to talk about that tool.  Some of the print materials are rolling out to you on maternal and child health.  This laser talk is supposed to be adaptable.  It is general as we wait for legislation to come out, but we want to start right away.  We hope you can tweak this along the way for your audience.  I would like to go through this twice.  I want you to hear it, take time to learn it, but also I want to show a style of teaching.  We are in expansion phase with results.  You may have new folks that have never learned to laser talk.  I will teach you a style if this is new to you.  If you have been around results, you know this style.  But it is time for a refresher.  

What I might say to the media or congress, here is a sample.  I might start saying that I am an aunt of three nieces.  It is important to me that they have a solid footing.  That preventable childhood diseases don't get in their way.  I am aware how fragile childhood can be.  6.3 million children die each year before their fifth birthday.  Most of these deaths are preventable.  This spring, we may have legislation to put us on track to end the lives of children.  We will emphasize transparent funding.  No matter where they live, children deserve to thrive.  When this bill is introduced, I hope to be co sponsored to make a bright future a priority.  I will go through this one more time to show how you teach it.  Where you put pauses in where there are statistics or phrases that are powerful.  This is what it might be working with a new advocate and teaching the talk.  

I truly am an aunt, you might put something else in.  I want nothing more than a childhood free of disease.  I am aware how fragile it can be, because I know there are how many children that die each year?  6.3 million.  Most of these deaths are what?  Preventable.  This spring, legislation is coming to congress to end these deaths once and for all.  It will emphasize what sort of funding to save kids?  Funding that is transparent and effective.  It is the kind of legislation that drew me to advocacy in the first place.  Kids deserve help to thrive no matter where they live.  What do I want from congress?  Co-sponsor it, and make bright futures a priority.  That is a style, you can teach it, get it in your brain and utilize it as you await the legislation.  

Now I get to toss it to Ken Patterson who will take us through the Grassroots Cafe.  

Ken: thank you.  I want to start by sharing the photo of the month.  Here it is.  This is a part of the results Atlanta group, after their meeting with representative johnson.  They made a leadership request asking if he would write an Op-Ed.  They were very pleased with the outcome.  You have a sense of this from John and Lisa.  We want to generate media, educate congress on the legislation, and republicans will be a piece of that.  You heard that from everyone.  This is a great time to review the group plan.  We have one quarter of the year so far.  Good time to track your achievements.  A number of groups don't have a plan, and it is a good time to create one.  If you haven't, you can now.  Knowing the efforts you have made is very important for feeding it back to you.  

You register and recruit for the conference.  I want to spend time on the media and international conference.  On the media, we have the action sheet and I encourage you to think about hooks for how to make a local connection to this work.  I put some other ideas on the screen, including looking at the local paper for hooks on health, or moms, or children in the local paper.  Barbara Drake from Tampa talked about US foreign policy and disagreement between parties.  There might be a lot of disagreement and how we handle foreign policy, but surely we can agree upon kids.  I thought that was a great way to take foreign policy to a different place.  In my paper, the county health rankings just came out.  You can find those at countyhealthrankings.org.  You can grab those and look at how it is going, and comment on that or pivot to the opportunities to those under age five.  You can use the SNAP issue, which is huge on the domestic agenda emphasizing food and nutrition.  There are lots of opportunities to do this, but being crafty about the hooks is very important.  

It is important to share ideas on the listserve.  We will provide with a listserve to generate meetings during may.  Anyone with a letter to the editor, an op-ed, a piece of media during April will be entered into a drawing for a 300 dollar scholarship.  If you generate media, you will be entered in for a scholarship.  We will do the same thing each month for the media in April first and may.  I encourage you to use that to incentivize yourself and others.  You can do an education in action meeting.  

ANdy, are you on the line with us?   

ANdy: yes, I am.  OK, let's see.  I will start saying that when I started as a results volunteer, I kept hearing from our group and staff from results that letters to the editor were important.  I could see us taking them to meetings with congress and showing what the constituents think.  I never totally bought in that they were all that important.  As much time as we spent on them.  I wrote a couple letters to the editor that weren't anything special that got a response.  One was to attend meetings in Tacoma with mayors, congress members, judges, workers.  They wanted me to talk about results, and letters to the editor.  I got called on another one, a call from a mother of a son working for GABI in Geneva.  She wanted to know how I knew about GABI.  I told her what we were about.  She told me her son was coming to Tacoma over the holidays.  We met with her son, I got a hold of John Hormby and Phyllis, and we met for two hours.  I realized that people do read letters to the editor.  I was shocked.  I was also shocked that the title was what drew Elaine to begin with.  The titles are very important I learned.  You don't have to be profound, being heartfelt is more important.  I don't hope to be a real accomplished writer, but if I can do it anyone can.  People pay attention.  One side effect was that we got an interview with the News Tribune.  During that process I became known to the editor and publisher.  I have had conversations with them.  They answer emails, give insights on how my op-ed will be received.  You never know.  I was shocked.  That is about it.  

Thank you.  That is really inspiring, the possible impact on the media.  This is a time to generate media.  We are mobilizing congress towards introducing this legislation.  People do read this when their names show up.  If we let congress know by name, it moves them along.  Thank you for your courage Andy.  It was great to see the impact.  I want you to think today about how many letters to the editor your group will submit.  You can type that in the chat window, or the regional coordinator can check with you.  

The final thing to highlight, Joanne talked about our interntl conference.  We have a fantastic program this year, great training, lots of international partners, and an opportunity to give this legislation a huge push down the road.  The international conference gives us a chance to push legislation down the road.  We can get re-inspired, to make headway, and recruit new people to the conference.  This year we worked to make it affordable.  There are things you can do to make it attendable.  I have highlighted a few ideas.  You can do local fundraising, rally for those who don't quite have enough.  Keep the chat window running.  

To share rooms and rides.  If you share rooms, there are no additional taxes and roommate fees.  You divide the price up to 4.  We have a list serve for meeting people looking to share rooms and rides.  I have the email address on the slides.  You can look at Megabus, taking the bus to the conference.  It is really cheap.  If you are under 30, you can encourage them to apply for a fellowship.   We have a gap fund for global volunteers.  If someone is short, have them apply for Gap funding.  We can fill for their budget.  

We have a few opportunities this week.  I want to highlight those.  On Monday we will do a debrief for anyone from the two dollar challenge.  That was eye opening for me.  If you want to know what it is like, join us on a Monday and think about trying it next year.  We have webinars where you can find more, and it is a great place for people to learn about what the conference can hold for them.  We have excellent stuff in terms of submitters.  I will see if I can unlock the audio.  Anyone on the audio.  You can wish happy weekend, happy spring, and this is a wrap!  

[Everyone saying hello, goodbye!  Bye1 ]


[End of session, signing off]

[BYE!]

See you in DC!  

Absolutely!  



